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6.3.3 Development of Retrieval Algorithms  (WP3)  
This sections illustrates some of the innovations made in the areas of retrieving cloud 
properties from remote sensing by lidar, radar and microwave radiometer. Further details are 
given in the CLOUDNET deliverable 10.  
Cloudnet algorithms can be broadly classified according to the following scheme 

 
Cloud Macrostructure and phase (i.e. Target Classification and Cloud fraction) 

 
Liquid Water Cloud quantitative algorithms 

 

Ice Cloud   quantitative algorithms 
Those algorithms marked with an asterisk are highlighted within this Chapter.   

Cloud Macrostructure and Phase algorithms  

The Cloudnet target classification is a fundamental part of the CLOUDNET retrieval process. 
It combines lidar, radar and other measurements to identify specific pixels of 30second/60m 
vertical resolution to identify the target as cloud/no cloud to assess cloud fraction, cloud top 
and cloud base, and then identifies the clouds as liquid, ice or mixed phase as a guide to 
subsequent quantitative algorithms. The following classification/cloud property algorithms 
have been developed. 

1. Data correction, quality control, and regridding.  
2. Target classification and data quality flags. 
3. Observed cloud fraction on the operational model grids.  
4. Cloud Phase detection using lidar depolarisation.     

Liquid Water Cloud Quantitative Algorithms  

Once the target has been identified as liquid water the following algorithms can be called.  

5 Liquid water path from microwave radiometers and lidar. 
6 Liquid water content using scaled adiabatic method. 
7 Radar-lidar liquid water content retrieval. 
8 Drizzle Parameters from lidar and radar.    

Ice Water Cloud Quantitative Algorithms  

Ice cloud physical properties (i.e. effective radius, IWC) are a subject of considerable 
uncertainty with respect to atmospheric forecast and climate models. Considerable effort has 
occurred within Cloudnet to develop new approaches for ice cloud remote sensing and to 
apply and cross-evaluate new and existing methodologies. The main algorithm development 
related activities within CLOUDNET are listed below. As before the topics marked with an 
asterisk have will be highlighted as examples within this Chapter.   

9 Ice water content from radar reflectivity and temperature.  
10 RADON ice water content.  
11 Comparison of Ice Water Content Retrievals.   

In the remainder of this Chapter a brief description of these algorithms and their performance 
is given.   The algorithms have been implemented on the data set, with retrieved parameters 
displayed on the web site.  A comparison of the retrieved parameters and with the model 
representation of clouds in the various operational models is given in the next Chapter.    
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Cloud Macrostructure 

1   Data Correction, Quality Control and Regridding.   

This product facilitates the application of multi-sensor algorithms by performing much of the 
required preprocessing. It takes the radar, lidar, microwave radiometer, rain gauge and 
forecast model data corrects for attenuation, derives random and systematic measurement 
errors for the radar and lidar backsatter signal, and interpolates the  observational datasets on 
to the same  grid.  An example of the regridded observations from Chilbolton on 17 
November 2003 is shown in Figure 1 below. The algorithm can be applied to all CloudNet 
and ARM datasets.  The instruments at the sites can be different, so the data quality flags 
indicate which subsequent algorithms may be applied.  

The inputs to this procedure are: 

1. Calibrated cloud radar data (reflectivity, Doppler velocity)  

2. Lidar backscatter profile 

3. Microwave radiometer liquid water path    

4. Rain rate    

5. Forecast model temperature, pressure, humidity and wind speed 

And the corresponding outputs are:  

1. Cloud radar data corrected for gas and liquid attenuation 

2. Regridded lidar backscatter coefficient, liquid water path and rain rate 

3. Estimates of the random and systematic errors in the observational data 

4. Model temperature, pressure, humidity, wind speed interpolated to the radar grid 

2   Target Classification and Data Quality Flags.    

This regridded and corrected data is then analysed to categorise the targets and classify them 
as aerosols, insects, clutter, ice cloud, liquid cloud and so on, so that the appropriate  cloud-
retrieval algorithms can be invoked.   Two fields are added:  "category_bits" contains a 
categorization of the targets in each pixel and "quality_bits" indicates the quality of the data at 
each pixel. 

The outputs are: a) A target categorization bit-field to indicate the presence of liquid droplets, 
drizzle/rain, ice particles, melting particles, aerosols and insects in each pixel 

b) A data quality bit-field to indicate factors such as:  the presence of radar ground clutter, 
whether the lidar echo is due to clear-air molecular scattering, and whether the radar has been 
attenuated by liquid water cloud or rain 

An example is shown below in Figure 2. Note the period from 0:00 to 08:00 when the lidar 
detects ice cloud at about 9 km and lower level optically thick water cloud that the radar fails 
to detect. From about 12:00 onwards though, the lidar is blocked by persistent low cloud 
while the radar is still able to detect ice clouds above 4 km. 

References 
A detailed description of how the algorithm works may be found in:Hogan, R. J., and E. J. 
O'Connor, 2004: Facilitating cloud radar and lidar algorithms: the Cloudnet Instrument 
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http://www.met.rdg.ac.uk/~swrhgnrj/publications/categorization.html

 

The product web site is at: 
http://www.met.rdg.ac.uk/radar/cloudnet/data/products/categorize.html
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